
To Whom It May Concern,

Please find enclosed the information you requested about our entertainment services.  Aerial Revolution Entertainment is a group 
of experienced and enthusiastic artists who are committed to providing unique and exciting acrobatic shows. We offer acts such 
as: Aerial Dance, Ground acrobatics, Gymnastics, Pole, and Street Performances.  As individuals, we have worked for companies 
like Cirque du Soleil, Sea World, Triton Circus, Ringling Bros, and more. Collectively, we have performed for large functions and 
corporations such as MTV, E! Entertainment TV, Coca-Cola, Budweiser, Westfield Malls, Panasonic 3D Televisions, and have 
participated in festivals, productions, parties, clubs, and fundraisers all throughout the U.S.  In San Diego, our past clients are: The 
US Grant, On Broadway, Stingaree, Hotel Se's Siren, W Hotel, House of Blues, Hardrock Hotel, Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Top of the Park, Rich's, Burbon Street, 4th and B, Spin, and many many more amazing companies and private galas!

Why hire a production company instead of contracting the performers yourself? Safety, Experience, and Convenience! We have 
over 10 years of event experience, a commitment to safety and routine practice. In addition, we will hire only the most 
professional, theatrically trained, pleasant, and safety conscious performers and rigging specialists. We have our own dedicated 
training facility and we are in the gym daily working on our acts so that we can bring you the most modern routines around. We 
pride ourselves on being respectful, flexible and easy to work with! We are customer service oriented, and will do what it takes to 
make your vision come to life for your event! We also have a REAL ($2mil/$1mil) insurance policy...Not one of these “specialty 
performers” insurance policies from a Mom and Pop shop. Those only cover the individual, not the venue! 

Aerial Revolution offers quality Cirque/Circus style shows that will wow your audience and fit any occasion.  We specialize in 
custom performances. Each event can be carefully crafted with your choice of costume, makeup, music, and choreography...geared 
for any age, style, and vision. We will work with your needs and your budget!  Please view the enclosed media materials: 
Updated company resume and short bio for executives, links to exclusive clips of our full scale productions: "Pan Gu," “CirKiss” 
and “Dreams.”   You will also find our menu of services, and a few of our beautiful high resolution photos.  For your marketing 
purposes, please see attached raw files of our logos. Please visit our website, www.aerialrevolution.com for more media and 
information.   Then, give us a call for a quote and scheduling information.   

We look forward to providing you with our outstanding art! 

Thank you,

Jessica Flores
Aerial Revolution Entertainment
858-703-7924



 
 Aerial Revolution Entertainment offers high-quality, cutting edge, and affordable live entertainment, in the spirit of 
contemporary circus much like Cirque du Soleil.  Aerial Revolution will provide its innovative circus apparatus and 
professional entertainers to produce aerial and ground acrobatic acts that will be custom to the client’s age, taste, or 
theme choice. We can also provide atmospheric performers on stilts and/or power risers. 
 The relationship between us will direct immediate attention to the event purpose, and will add ambiance and an 
artistic backdrop for your guests and patrons.  Rates projected in this quote imply a “typical” cost of the acts Aerial 
Revolution sells, but does not imply limitations as to the types of acts we can provide. Rates are completely negotiable 
and based on specific and custom event.  In addition to revenues generated by the above productions, Aerial Revolution 
Entertainment assumes that the client will provide a safe environment and security for our performers.  
 The Aerial Revolution Entertainment team has expertise, experience and commitment to make this venture a 
highly successful event.  

Please view our website at: www.aerialrevolution.com

 Typical Price List:  This list includes the most popular acts available.  It does not imply a final cost, nor does it 
include all services that Aerial Revolution can offer, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE.  All services are custom to the client's 
request, and we aim to provide the most creative and innovative acts you can think of!  *Please ask us about our student 
performers for small budget events! We can help you have an amazing event for much less!

Extra Requirements (negotiable and may be included in total quote) :

Travel Expenses: (flights, car rental, and hotel, rig shipping)
Per diem/day $35 each performer and rigger 
Custom Costume or choreography expenses

Regular Charges:
 Rigging (standard, includes one portable aerial rig and technician)  $1000+ 
 Rigging (technician only or rig to venue)        $550+
 Cube Act (rental, set up) *does not include transportation      $800+
 Additional Insured Certificate       $125 each listed
 Service Charge           +20% (base)
 
Performer Charges:
 Chinese Poles Cube Act (4 performers included)    $4500.00+
 Aerialists (Double Trapeze Act)                 $1000.00 per performer 
 Aerial Bartenders        $1800.00/hr (grande chandelier extra) 
 Aerialist (Rope, Hammock, or Silks Act)    $1000.00+
 Aerialist (Net or other act)      $1000.00+
 Stilt Walkers (2-4 depending on rates/availability)   $500.00
 Fire Dancers           $450.00
 Juggler/Clown or other Street Performance    $400& up
 Contortionist or group        $1500.00+ (each)
 Hand Balancer on Canes or duo      $1500.00+ (each)
 Acro-Balancing Duo         $1200.00+ (each)
 Rhythmic Gymnasts, Ballerina, Latin, or Hip Hop Dancer(s)  $350+ (each)
 Power Stilt Jumper         $650 per hour
 Go-Go Dancers, Hula-Hoopers, Belly Dancers     $250/hour+
 Trampoline act          $5000+
 Fast track act         $5000+



Sample Package Pricing (*some additional charges may apply)

Private Party Package: $2500. Includes 1 Fire Dancer (includes fire safety person), 2 go-go Dancers, and 1 Acrobatic Dancer, 
costumes, music, equpment.

Wedding Package #1: $4000.. Includes 2 aerialists, standard rigging on one point (rig to venue), 1-2 performances each, costume, 
music, and equipment.

Corporate Package #1:  $6,500. Includes 2 Stilt Walkers (2 hours max with 20 minute shifts on/20 breaks off), 2 Aerialists, 
Standart rigging, 2 Dancers, costumes, music, equpment. 

Corporate Package #2: $12,500. Includes 2 Stilk Walkers (2 hours max with 20 minute shifts on/20 breaks off), 2 Aerial Duo 
Silk Performers, 1 Aerialist on Hoop, Chinese Pole Cube Act, 2 fire performers, 2 go-go dancers, 1 Roaming Magician, 1 Juggler, 
costumes, music, equpment. .

*We can customize any package, and you will save money by purchasing multiple services. Keep in mind that rigging charges, 
insurance certificates, and custom costuming may require additional cost. The above examples reflect our most popular packages, 
but do not represent limitations due to space requirements or venue regulations. 

Photos and Description of Acts:
We have included several photos for you to use as inspiration. Some costuming may not be suitable for the acts we are providing 
for your event.  All of the details regarding proper costume, theme, makeup, etc, are completely talored to your preference. We 
consider that a very big part of pulling together your event and theme. There are many, many more apparatus, available. We have 
included what our most popular sellers are, but we hope you will dream BIG, because ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE.

Aerial Silks Soloist
Aerial silks are a beautiful ballet in air, or a stunning display of strength and endurance. Using 

any color choice of fabric, the dancer will climb, wrap, and fall in the most graceful ways creating 
suspense, gorgeous shapes, and adding color and flair to your event.



Aerial Silks Duet
Aerial silks are a beautiful ballet in air. Using any color choice of fabric, the dancers will skillfully 

lift one another, creating a passionate discplay of trust, suspense, strength, and grace. Each 
dancer may also climb, wrap, and "fall" throughout the routine. Many of our duet aerialists are 
also professional dancers and may add some ballet, tango, adagio, or acrobatics to their routine 

to create a multi-level routine that builds from the ground up.

Handbalancing
A handbalancer is a unique performer who is able to stand for long periods of time on their 
hands or hand. Often performed on "canes" or sticks with blocks of wood attached at the top, the 
handbalancer changes from one hand to the other, in multiple positions with their body. Often, a 
handbalancer may also practice contortion, and therefore bending in incredible and unbelievable 
ways. Handbalancing is a practice that requires a lifetime of learning, and is among the most 
difficult acts to find, as there are only a select few who have this amazing ability. *May also be 
performed as a duet.



Contortionist
This ancient performance art will amaze any audience. With utter control and strength, the 

contortionist will bend and twist their body to create unimaginable shapes and move as fluid as 
water through balancing postures, spine tingling backbends, and extreme split positions.

Aerial Hoop ("Lyra" or "Cerceaux")
This multi-dimensionally moving apparatus is one of the more versatile acts. Not necessary to 
have a high ceiling, many aerialists who perform Lyra prefer to spin from the ground up and 

back down again. Lyra can be very high energy, or it can be absolutely dramatic and graceful. A 
performer on lyra is generally flexible like a contortionist and enjoys spinning extremely fast as 

they change positions and tilt the hoop in several directions.  *May also be performed as a duet.



Chinese Pole Acrobat
In San Diego, this act was made famous by Sea World in their show, "Cirque de la 

Mer," but the Chinese have been climbing and "flagging" on poles for thousands of years. 
A very exciting act, chinese pole includes climbs, jumps, falls, and positions of unreal 

strength. Great for almost any event, we offer a free-standing cube shaped apparatus for 
performance of this act. 

Aerial Net
An aerialist with a nautical feel, perhaps? The aerial net is made of rope and is similar to the aerial hammock, but more translucent. Be amazed as the 

aerialist switches not only the position of their body, but also the shape of the net itself. 



Aerial Hammock/Sling
 The aerial hammock is made of the same fabric as the aerial silks and is similar to the 

aerial net, but more elusive. Beauty and grace, or energetic and powerful is the aerialist. 
Versatile for height challenged venues, with the same colorful appeal as the aerial silks.

Aerial Straps
 The aerial straps are made of nylon material and are most often 

seen as a "flying" act attached to a motor and capable of lifting the 
performer to heights and back down again. One of the strongest and 

more masculine of the aerial acts, straps are very unique and 
incredibly impressive.

Aerial Bartender/Chandelier
Aerial bartending can be done on any apparatus, but why not 

splurge and impress your guests with a giant sparkling chandelier? 
Bottle service from beautiful, talented aerialists is sure to WOW 

your guests.

Aerial Cube (stock photo)
A very unique qeometrical apparatus that blends the beauty of 

the lyra and the trapeze with a new dimension of tilts, turns and 
impressive feats of balance, strength and flexibility. 



Jugglers,
Fire Dancers,
Fire Eaters, 
and other 

Street
Performers

 

Stilt Walkers 
and Power Riser 

Stilt Jumpers



Acrobats
Adagio

Body Balancing

Specialty Dancers and Character Personalities



Theater Productions
"Pan Gu" -An AR original production about the story of how life began as told through ancient Chinese Mythology.
"Dreams" -An AR original production about a strange world a young girl explores in her sleep.
"Over the Psyclone" -An AR original twist on The Wizard of Oz.
"CirKiss" -AR's 21+ original aerial burlesque show with sexy themes, costumes, and tastefully raunchy comedy.
"Cirque du Cinema" original production with impersonators, acrobats, and aerialists representing genres of movies 
throughout time.
"Aerial on Broadway" original production in the style of broadway musicals. Live music, energetic theme.
"Rock On"  original production with rock music of the ages.
"Memoirs of Nicholas" original production with a unique and cultural Christmas theme.

Past Clients and Venues
Night Clubs, Event Centers and Restaurants: On Broadway, Stingaree, Hard Rock, Se Siren, Cafe Japengo, Top of the Park, Rich's, Spin, 4th and B, San 
Diego Convention Center, CA Center for the Arts Escondido, Burbon Street, Sotano de Rita, The Key Club in LA, The Beverly Willshire

Hotels and Resorts: W Hotel, The US Grant, Hyatt, Hilton, Park Hyatt Aviara, Hotel Se, Hotel Palomar, Hard Rock Hotel, Marriott, The Westin 
Gaslamp, Holday Inn Sea World, Town and Country Resort, Marriott Newport Beach, La Jolla Shores Hotel, Rancho Bernardo Inn, and many, many 
more....

Non-Profits, Corporations and Organizations: Coca-Cola, MTV, E! Etnertainment TV, Las Patronas, Soul Plates, Being Alive, Antibody, Inc., APWA, 
Barona Casino, Keane, MCASD, The City of Del Sur, The City of San Diego, to name a few...

Rigging Solutions

Charitable Organizations
We are passionate about what we do, and feel it is important to share and give back to the community. Therefore, we do a few charitable events per year at a 
very discounted rate. Some of our favorite charities are: March of Dimes, Chelsea's Run, the AIDS Foundation, Breast Cancer Society.  Please let us know 
how we might be able to help by either donation of classes at our studio, or by way of a short performance at your event.


